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i_ FOREWORD
The york 4oc_nted in this report vaJ performd in the Advanced
i Space area or Vought Corporation £or the NASA Johnson Space Center under
t
_ Contract NAS9-1_776, Te_k 3.7 "Technolo_ Assessment." The purpose oF the
_ i work has been to identify design requirements For future spacecraft heat re- a
iiii r' Jection system and to ev_uate the impact of these requirements on the design
of radiators. The stud_r outlines develolment york needed to etficientl, r
integrate heat rejection systems into future spacecraft haTln8 large heat te-
l Jection capacities and long mission durations. Emphasis is given to conceptual
i,;i _ designs vhich will reduce the cost of the spacecraft.
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1.0 X_q_DUCTIOW AID ffUWABY
The objectives of this stu_ are to idmtttS doal_ requirements
tor future spacecrstt hast rejection s:_stens, to ew_Luste the i_act of these
requirenents on the construction of conventional lnmped fluid and hTbrld host
._ ptpe/pt_ped fluid radiators, end to eonaeptua3_y design hey hut rejection
systens vhiah n_y improve the performnae cr reduce the seat of the spacecraft.
The stud_ addresses heat rejection requ_renants vhteh are lares so:pared to
those oF existing systems and mission durations vhieh are relattvelF lens.
Heat rejection capacities sddresee4 in t_is studF x'saKe iron lO to
250 lt_. The operatint; life goal 18 srbttrsrt_y selected ss 5 years. The
:sJor tzq_ct of this on the construction of re£tstor l_nels to that tubin£
thicknesses are sized 8o that there is onlF a sae£1 probabtlttF ot' aeteorold
penetration in a _ Fear ateston. The rsAtator panel san be :sde to survive
lonKer missions with little wet_at or oost :Lmpact by sJ==pl_ tneresein6 the
vail thickness or by eaplo]rlng meteoroid bumpers. Other £utdelines for de-
signing the heat rejection system arez transport fluid idler te_er_ure ranks
' fro: IO0°F to 200°F, transport fluid return teapersture rsns_ fr_ O°F to hOOF,
Y
and 200 lb/KV electrical pover penalty for transport fluid p_ptnK.
: _he study includes analyses of conventional pumped fluid and hybrid
heat pipe/puaped fluid radiators which determine the opttmm values of raAtator
_" fin thicknesses, spacing of heat pipes or transport tubes, l_ynolds nuabers,
and other radiator design paremeters. D_ta necesssa_ for the selection of
transport fluids and radiator surface coatin_s are also ans_ysed in relation
, to future mission requireaents. In addition, new radiator concepts ewe pre-
_. sented vhich are expected to be applicable to these requtreaent8. Groundrules
for deriving and evaluattni; the new concepts Ktve less emphasis to tra41tionsl
weight and deployed area than is emt practise, and :ore ee_hasis to other
features such as stova_e _olu:e, user interface oonventenoe, srovth potential,
adaptabtlitF to heat load variations, and relt_btlttF,
The part of the stud_ concez=ed with the evolution of lares heat
rejection sFute_s involves the specific oonstrtwtion of the elements of _hs
_i'"/l_i sFsto:; vhether the radiators contain heat pipes, for exaaple, u yell at_
_ procedures for constructtnE the s)wte:, fro: the elements. A lares sFstea
" built up from independent 8ubsFs_e s with overstztnK, redundant components.
_ii_i,O.\!_ _,, and/or scheduled =atntenance to eo:peneate for almnt _ailuree is sz_nifi-
............ _ ............ aL::_':''. _':;r__ _)_m ___._ ....... i_. :i.._._'_.. _._ _i_ _ i" i , ill ii [ ...... O_ '_-- _" " _ _"_ .i
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and _i_e conductance parmteri am:
_L = K'57 for INatnar flow
. " nT = K'2 for turbulent flow
1 where" IJ • Ylsooslty
, 0 • densityCp specific heat
K • th_mal conductivity
Pr • Prandtl number
Computer values of the performance parameters of typical coolants are compared
b"i_ in Figv.res 1 and 2.
Fluids wlth Iov cc_.ductanceparameters and high pump power para-
meters are poor2,y suited for spacecr_f_ cooling system applicationst and
would be selected only if other fluids failed because of other considerattc_s.
' The fluid selected usually is not straight-forward because fluids with de-
sirable pumping power parameters (such as Freon 21) may have lower conductance
paremeters than fluids with poor pump parameters (such as r,l,ycol water). Also,
fluids which operate eff_ctentl_ in the turbulent regime must be compared with
fluids which favor laminar flow. Therefore. to evaluate the adaptability of
candidate fluids to a particular spacecruFt It is usually necessary to give
detailed consideration to the radiator construction and the weight increase
, required with the selection of fluids with poor thermal conductance, as wellI"
as "the _pact on the electriL.al power system and the _ump desi@n with the
" selection of fluids with high pump power parameters.
Properties of fluids which are candidates for future mission ap-
_lications _re listed in Table 1. An optimum radiator design will exist for
each fluid which minimizes the system weight including the weight oi" _he power
source for driving the pump. To illustrate how the choice of the transportfl id affectu a typical system design, calculati ns were made o detetlntne
optimum system configurations for severdl candidate fluids assuming o wet_l_
penalty factor of 2_5 Kg/KW, typical values of pump motor efftc-lenutes {_0_),
" and an assumed radiator environment of O°F. The results, presented in Tablv
lit show that several fluids can be considered without eeriouai_ ln_pacting tile
1,
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TABLE II
EFFECT OF TRARSPORT FLUID ON WEI_IITAND _URFACE
AREA FDH A _ _ SYSTEM
wE1_w_XELTA _m m_TZO
RELATIVE_ _mTzvv. To
T_ANm'o._FLUIV R-_I(KG) R-_ (_)
,_a_o._z o z.ooo
",i, ,..°.,-. o.> ,.o,,
_'C-St_ O. 5 i. 018
• ,,il PC-Tb ;:'.o 1.008
': _'C-'(7 J.I 1•155
', COOLANOL 15 1 .o 1.08_
, k"_HYL_E GYLOOL/WATER - 0 •2 1.01_
" (Rs-Oga)
ORONI'IT.FC-IO0 I.5 1.091.)
|
F_
m_
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1 can be based on other eonsideretion8 such as materiels compatibi_tt¥_ operst-
/11I ing temperature ranges vapor preseuret lubricit¥0 and vehicle contamination
'... , , in case of leakage.
i A property that i8 extremely iaportant tn applications to pw_ped
_ fluid or hybrid heat pipe/ptmped fluid radiators i8 the fluides susceptibility
! to flow instabilities. This property is s Function of hoe the fluid viscosity
./
i:I .ith
In improperly designed spacecraft cooling systems floe instabili-
ties m_y originate in the radiator panel where large changes in the transport
i fluid temperature occur at low heat load conditions.
For serpentine floe
I!: radiators with no parallel floe passage8 the flow instability causes the ptmp\_° I to stall, and is usually accompanied by subsequent f_eesing of the transport' fluid. This m_ damage the pump or motor, and in some orbit ccafigurattons,
_ the system m_y be permanently disabled because the transport £1uid will not
i re-thaw when the operating conditions change.
Space radiators with parallel fluid transport passages are also
susceptible to flow instabilities at los heat load conditions. When the dif-
ference between the fluid inlet and outlet temperatures i8 too large, the floe
°-., distribution in the pars3:Lel tubes changes abruptly from being tuliform, vhers
: each tube curries approximately the same flow, to non-uniform0 where the floe
in one or more of the parallel radiator tubes completely stagnates. Flow in-
,If" stabilities are undesirable _fnen accompanied by freezinK of the fluid in the
::I_ non-flowing tubes since this me_ prohibit the floe from returning to the
°J_:l'l uniform distribution when the operating conditions change. Also, moral tubingmay eventua_ fail due to stresses caused by the freezing and thawing of the
-_w: transport fluid. To prevent flow instabilities the heat rejection 8¥etem
should be equipped with heaters or other methods of control which prevent un-
favorable operating conditions from occurring, and a transport fluid should
be selected which i8 resistent to flow instabilities.
The properties of the transport fluid determine the ranse ofv,
:| operating conditions for which stable flow occurs. An equation from Ref. (2)
gives the approximate operating limits for stable flow in terms of the trans-
port fluid properties. The criteria for stable flow is:
'!
i.': 9• !
00000001-T$ 04
¢r;" %
_,_,¢_3lvep[ z  _]dT
v(z_) < 2 .- , (zl)
To
I[1. jd ,
I_ere:
/ Tt • fluid inlet temperature
Tam environment temperature
! _ V = fluid viscosity
.'F-"_'1 _*
! o _ Cp = fluid specific heat
_. ¥ m radiator fin width|
¢ • radiator fitn emittance
o • 8reran Boltzmann constant
!i_ ,u - ,uaselt l_un,ber
Figure 3 gl _ee the minimum outlet temperature for stable flow computed from
Equation (1) for some candidate TCS transport fluids. The figure shove that
i _'_l! RS-89a (ethylene g_ycol-water) has the more restricted operating range. This
k_ i,_ has been a significant factor which has limited the usage of ethylene glycol-
=. /:_-_, .
_._, ,' rater in space radiators. It does not eliminate the fluid from consideration
_i;i i_ for all applications because the thermal control system can often be designed
: _\_l_ to operate in the stable regime. Hoverer, the selection of a fluid such as
i_ii(,, Freon 21 would allow _ore freedom in the design of the control system.i : J
i Heat Pipe _ui_., Iii
The first consideration in the selection o1' a suitabZe vuz'king
fluid for heat pipes is vapor temperature range. A variety of chara_terlBticu
must be examined in order to determine the most acceptable fluid foz' a prupoeed
j
10
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io
applic_tion, Borne of the prime requiremente ares
, - 1) Fluid/material compatibility
!# 2) Fluid thermal stability J
3) Wetability of wick-and wall materials
i_ _) Thermal properties (w_por preesure, . !
latent heat, conductt_ty, _ eeoeity,
and surface tension)
/! A convenient means for quickly comparinK working fluids is pro-
vidsd by the liquid transport factor defined as:
where: N_. - liquid transport factor
o L = liquid 8urface tension
= latent heat of vaporization
• i
0L = liquid denslt_r !
;, _L = liquid wlecosity
. Curves of NL versus temperature are available in the literature for a number j;
of candidate fluids. Data for candidate fluids for the temperature range
_'I_ studied here are Kiln in Fitp.u'e l_. At any selected operat_ temperature the
_ fluid which exhibits the highest liquid transport factor will generally yield
the best heat transfer characteristics.
co t natio, or n ui ,
/_ Ev_luation of the contain/nation threat bf a heat pipe or transport
/:oil_!! / fluid involves several considerations. One is the condensation temperature
and ener_ associated with desorptton or evaporation. This would be a factor
in considerations of deposition rates on cold surfaces. Another could be the
l i 's infrared absorption spectrum, which _uld influence the olerable
!_ conta_nation of infrared sensors in some applications. A third i8 the
poten-
il tial of the fluid vapor for chemical reaction with other spacecraft materials. .
._. Table III gives materials compatibility data for several candidate fluids, and
_i 18 taken from Reference 19.
Selection of Fluids for Radiator Design Optimization Studies
In followi_ sections, detailed radiator opti_zation analyses are
_{ performed which require fluid property data. Freon 21 is the coolant employed
" 00000001-TSB07
°_ l
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tfor the transport fluid in these studies. It's thermal properties result in
minimum system weight, and its operating temperature range is broader t,han most
: , other fluids. It has good chemical stability, and low nonvolatile content. For
heat pipes, ammonia is basel|ned as the working fluid. It has the highest liquid
transport factor of the fluids applicable to the temperature range oi' this study.
: Other trade study criteria such as chemical stability and material compatibility
appear to be acceptable.
,3 ,]
,-.,_ TH_LMAL CONTROL COATINGS
Thermal control coatings are an important issue in this ,,t, ud3 becaus_
ol_' the required operating life of' 5-1U years, and the emphasis is placed ozl nigh
radiator performance and minimum cost. Good thermal control coatings s_uld have
the following properties: low solar absorptance (for sun viewing surfaces), high
;" emittance, low outgassing, stability in space environment, and avoid_,ce of static
is a summary of appropriate prior studies, and is based mainly on Reference 19.
i Candidates considered include: silver and aluminum backed Teflon,/._ i optical solar reflectors, astroquartz fabric, front surface coated Kapt.on £11m,
"_r_,,,, aluminum oxide coated aluminum, zinc orthotitonate paint, a_zd a NASA_Joddard ln-
orga,_ic conductive yellow paint. Tnttial values of' the emissivity and solar
absorptivity, and degraded values of solar absorptivity are given in '.l'ableIV
' for some of the coatizAgs.
S_iver backed Teflon has become a very popu/ar thermal coz,t:r_,l_'oat-
].ng because o£ low absorptivity (abou' 0.I), blgh emissivity (abouL 0.[_I am.!
pua.ported stab Jllty in the space environment. Numerous spacecraft and pr,,bes
F have f'l_n with this material. Figure 5 presents test and flight data 1'_,rsilver
I
: Teflon showing an initial rapid degradation (probably due tu contamin,;t,luz,) f't,[.
]owed by m]tz]nml further increase in solar absorptivity in low earth ,.,,'bl_.For
high altil ude flights where significant f/tu_es of elect]'ons and prL,L,.011::a_'_ pt'e-/
" sent in cc_zbtnation with soJ.m" ultraviolet, degradatlun conttnue_ at. , ,',_t.e that
w_,tdd appear _macceptable for a five year mlsslon even If an asyml,tuti,. 5,_.lllnK
I Off ,,,;_:Itv_-'..I(ese&l'_;h for the Air Fot'ce (3) has shown tb.t silver 'l'et'l,,,,l,,,:_.:_It,_._
meclta_Lcal Jlzt._rl_3 and degrades _uch tba5 iSs solar absurptivlt3 lUcle_:_:_ b3
o _-_t'a_'turul' ab_,ut £Ifor a sJmmJ.ated 5 year exl_)Stu_eto Id_b altitude ,,,'l,,t_,There
. i:_also an l.n,llcatl,_nthat l_ earth orbit degradation (solar uitravi,,l_-..i.,,l_l.v)
ma_ _,.I_,,t._:m(;.ze_everc _u' a 5 year mh]_:i_:nth,_t wL,_ld be az,tl,:i!,atL.,l.W,.,I:
ilr. I
O000000]-TSB] 0
O0000001-TSB11

conjunction with a silver Teflon subatrate a reasonably low solar absorptivity
( of about 0.18 is obtained, and improved envir_ental stability is expected.
Although the use of a_troquartz is not an established technology and it has the
_ disadvam_ge of belt_ difficult to clean, silver Teflon with astroqu_rtz is a
_. candidate for both low and high orbits because of its unique promise of long
life. B_re silver Teflon is probably suitable for low orbits. Additional in-
formation and perfor_nce data for metallized Teflon and for astroqu_rtz fabric
i are given in Table_ V _nd VI respectively.
Another candidate coating for direct solar exposure at high a_titude
is the Optical Solar Reflector (OSR) described in Table VII, consisting of silver
or aluminum backed quartz tiles about one inch square. Becatme these tiles are
t!_'t_ expensive, heavy, and must be bonded to the radiator they are basically unde-
sirable and not suited for large radiator systems. However, data indicates they
have the lowest solar absorptivity available and are stable in the combined ul-
traviolet, proton and electron environments of deep space. Thus these coatings
should be considered in concepts which entail small radiators with significa t
I!" solar exposure. Their contamination threat fr_n the adhesive must be evaluated.
No paint coatings (organic or inorganic) are know which are stable
in high altitude orbits. A new coating, zinc orthotltanate, is under develop-
_' ment(5) but insufficient data are available to assess its applicability at
this time. An inorganic yellow paint is also being developed by Goddard for
high altitudes. The only other known potentially stable high altitude coatings 1
are evaporated silicon or aluminum oxides over metallized substrates. Table
, VIII gives data for these coatings. Figure 6 compares solar absorptivity data0
_J for candidate high altitude coatings.
!_ An alternate approach which offers greatly improved confidence is
_I / to orient the radiator such that vex7 little solar irradiation is present.
i l_ This would not only retard degradation but would minimize, if not eliminate,
!_I degradation effects. In this case simple durable coating such as anodized
a
I_ aluminum could be used (to provide a high emissivity). An added advantage
::_ would be the elimination of any contamination threat from either the coating
itself or an adhesive securing it.
Data obtained during the past few years indicates that film sur-
faces, such as multilayer insulation or silver Teflon, can obtein a large
18
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static charge buildup during solar substonn activity with high altitude space-
craft. A static discharge can occur which damages the coating and provides
spurious signals to the spacecraft. A significant amount of research has been
directed toward alleviating static buildup in coating materials. A potential
inherent advantage of the flexible radiator fin m_terial also being developed !
under this @ontract is its potential to dissipate static charge. Since the fin I
consists of a fine silver wire mesh embedded in the Teflon film, it is conceivable ]
that this fin material, perhaps covered with astroquartz for stability, would offer I
a lightweight advanced technology approach to obtain a satisfactory high altitude
radiator. Other countermeasures which may be taken to avoid static charge build- iu
iii_o up include:
• Addition of transparent conductive film to coating
surface (induim/tin oxide, others)
• Metal grid applied to surface
• Inherently conductive coating (astroquartz, conduc-
tive paint)
_,. Selection of Thermal Control Coatings
The following recommendations are made for selecting radiator coat-
ings for long duration missions:
i) Low Earth Orbits - Metallized Teflon is the best currently
qualified choice based on initial a, ¢, and degraded properties. Contamination
of the coating has the most adverse effect on a degradation. The radiators
should be oriented away from thrusters and other sources of contamination when
possible.
' 2) High Earth Orbits - No satisfactory coating available, although
astroquartz is probably acceptable with design allowances for degradation.
Laboratory data indicate metallized Teflon is unacceptable without an overcoat
J
!! to avoid static charging, although some satellite flight data suggest the pro-
blem may not be as severe as would be expected. Optical solar reflectors have
..................le_s-_v.er_egradation than Teflon, but weight and cost make them unattractive
for large areas. Astroquartz fabric and Goddard conductive yellow inorganic
paint have high initial values of solar absorptivity, are difficult to clean,
j and would be expected to degrade to a _ 0.3 in 5 years. More data is needed
• for other coatings such as the flexible radiator fin material, front surface
Kapton film, zinc orthotitanate paint and aluminum oxide coated aluminum.
.t4_
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The objectives of the component life study were to establish the
current state-of-the-art component lifetimes, to identify component designs
which are capable of 5-10 year operating lives, and to identify components whicll
will require further development. The approach taken was to sur',,_ ';helong-
life component technology. Much of the information presented in this section
° was obtained from Reference 19.
Table IX sunmaarizes operating life data obtained for t_'plcal space-
craft coolant system components. The table shows that, with the exception of
I_ thermal control coatings, all components have projected life times of 5 years
_:!_I_ or greater. However, except for the fluid accumulator, five year lil'etimes
_I_ have not been demonstrated. Therefore, based on projected component perfor-
_Ia'." n_nce and design allowances for coatin_ degradation, 5 year operating life is
i!/_ achievable. The probability of success for 5-10 year missions depends on how
_/ the system is designed; whether it has been oversized or contains z_dundant
elements for example. The details of how to design thermal control systems is
discussed in Section 5.O. This section addresses only the operatil_ character-
istics of components of the system.
Contacts with the major manufacturers of aerospace pumps indicate
that the development of pump motor assemblies capable of operating continuously
I_@![_i_' for more than five years will challenge the state-of-the-art. Pump motor
assemblies applicable to spacecraft thermal control systems have been tested
for more than 20,000 hours without failure, and several designs have projected
_i" operating lifetimes greater than 5 years (Table X).
Figure 7 presents a typical pump selection curve which indicates
regions of best efficiency for gear, vane and centrifugal pumps. The curve
shows that centrifugal pumps favor low pressure rise and high flowrates. Often
environmental control systems require a higher pressure rise, which could be
met more efflciently by a gear or vane pump. However, gear and vane pumps
generate contaminants and have more moving parts in contact and are thus un-
'_ desirable from life considerations. In addition they create pressure pulsations
00000001-TS006
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and vibrations. To avoid these problems and still obtain satisfactory ef£L-
cienc tes (on the order of 50_) double ended centrifugal pumps have been devised.
These heave the pressure rise per stage enhancing overall efficiency. The
double ended feature not only increases efficiency but also unloads exiel
thrust increasing lifetime potential. Further _ins in lifetime m_y be possi-
ble through the use of carbide bearings, with a good prospect for achieving
the 5 year (_,000 hours) desired lifetime.
. Pump Motors
i Submerged canned starer AC motors have been proven reliable on space
programs such as Apollo, Biosatellite, Shuttle Orbiter, and Saturn over a number
of years. The technique of enclosing the motor starer in a sealed stainless
steel can has been fully developed, to the point that the difference of effi-
ciency between this and other designs is usually unmeasurable. The submerged
motor has the inherent a_vantage of direct heat transfer to the fluid for
efficient _tsstpation of motor heat, continual lubrication of the bearings,
and the ability for hermatic sealing of the unit if necessary. Since the
, possibility of motor failure is generally associated with stalled pumps or
motor overheat, and since the possibility of ste.lJ.ing a centrifugal pump is
very remote, and the likelihood of motor overheat is also remote with direct
fluid cooling, the integral submerged motor concept appears to be a leadingf
long life choice. Solid state DC to AC inverter_ facilitate the use of
|- canned starer AC motors on satellites.
;;" Accumulators t_
The functions of the accumulator are to provide system pressure
t
" ': adequate to prevent transport fluid _porization at any temperature encountered,
__ to provide positive pump suction pressure, and to acc_modate fluid volume changes
; due to temperature excursions and leakage. Two types of accumulators might be
considered: bladderless accumulators and metal bellows. Two pressurization
techniques, a gas pre-_harge system and a regulated accumulator temperature
system might be considered. The gas pre-charge s_stem will require a larger
overall vol-m__e but will no _, require power. Vendor information on accumulators
is given in Table XI.
Coolant Loop _as s Valves
.. The life of the coolant loop bypass valves is not considered to
be a significant problem area. Because of the relatively steady heat load
3O
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' t_rpicalof spacecraft, the _ive will probably have to cycle less than 50,000
times in a 5 year mission. Space qualified electronically controlled valves have
t.. been tested by Vought for the Space Shuttle program without difficulty for cam-
+ parable durations over 30,000 cycles, The design life of the Shuttle v_lve on
5_
+ the Flow Control Assembly (FCA) in 20,000 cycles. Elements of the valve which
'I• might fail include metal bellows, Teflon seats, and stepper motors. The bellows.+ have been extensively tested past 50,000 cycles whereas Te_lon seats hav_ been
l_t tested to 500,000 cycles. Bypass valve stepper motors are capable of more than
: 30,000,000 steps in a vacuum environment. Thermostatically actuated valves with
very low failure rates are also under development for such programs as the
Satellite Infrared Experiment (SIRE).
_he operating life depends strongly on the external loading and the
selection of seals t0 compensate for fluid temperature variations. With proper
designs to account for side and axial loading, an operating life of five years
<
should be possible. However, it is difficult to provide system redundancy for
rotating fluid swivels because it is necessary for all of the swivels to be
' t
',, located on the axis of rotation.
Heat Pipe Life
The majority of published literature on heat pipe life tests indi-
/+ _ates that lifetimes on the order of 5 years are possible. However, the design
of a heat pipe that is capable of continuous operation over a 5-year period
__ requires meticulous attention to several critical details. Some of the basic
: - heat pipe design details which con affect useful lifetime include: fluid chemical
\
;+_++_. stability, fluid/material cQmpatibility, fluid purity, and metal cleanliness.
:_+-++' Quality control during heat pipe manufacture also cannot be over-emphasized in
/:_'+ its relationship to continuous heat pipe performance.
_'_"/ All of the above items mlmt be addressed in order to insure against
I
_r the primary causes of failure - corrosion and generation of non-condensable
_ If the wall or wick material is soluble in the working fluid,mass
gases. 4
transfer is likely to occur between the condenser and evaporator. Solid Im terial will be deposited in th evaporator r sulting in local hot spots or
blocking of the pores in the wick. Non-condensable gas generation is probably
the most common cause of heat pipe failure as the non-condensables accumulate
" in the condenser section blocking fluid transfer. I!
O_her important life considerations in high performance heat pipes
_!._ include survival of the wick when subjected to the launch vibroacoustic spectrum.
.... 't ..... :.....+-+ .,
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_" i Fatigue life of the wick is important in designs requiring flexing0 such u
i_ a glmbe_ section. The topic of accelerated life testing and extrapolation to
_ predict lank term perfor_nce is also si_ '_fiaant to long life heat pipeI
uoessments.
ii 2.  cxo osoiD
¥
When _est_iag ther_m£ control syste_ for ions duration missions,
micrometeoroid considerations have a si_lificant impact cn the design of the
'!,,_ radiators and the coolant loop lines exposed to the space environment. In
_ heat pipe radiator designs the transport fluid manifolds must be shielded,
and the radiator panel must be oversized to account for the loss of heat pipes
.,_ by meteoroid puncture. In pumped f_uid radiators the manifolds and parallel
i!! floe cross tubes must be designed to _vlthstand micrometeoroid impacts. T_pt-
cal_y the exposed cross section of the transport loop is about the same for ............................
pt_ped fluid or hybrid heat pipe/ptunped fluid designer so that the mass of
armor or meteoroid bumper required is essentially independent of the radiator
design.
The transport loop va_ thickness must be sufficient to retain the
it, transport fluid pressure after being struck by a micrometeoroi_. The depth of
the crater lef_ by the _ost damaging meteoroid expected to stri_e the tubing
" during the designed operating life of the radiator is computed frc_ a baSis-
"' tic equation vhich is based on ground test data, and a meteoroid flux model
derived from penetrations of metal foils in near earth orbits.
The mechanics of b_rpervelocity impacts are not complete_y under-
stood. An equation given in Reference (6) correlates the existin_ data
' reasonably ve_._. The equation is
118 8,, t = o.6( )
vhere: t = thickness of m_terie£ penetrated (ca)
ct = percentage elongation of tarset materia_
Pt = mass density of sheet materiel (_n/cc)
•__ Pm = mass densi_ of meteoroid (Sin/co)
_:_' Ym " nonnei impact velocity (k_/sec)
, : d " meteoroid diameter (cm)
:_._ m
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i Equation 2 generelly predicts greater depths of penetration than other equ_-
• tions (T'9) defied for penetr_tion of metals0 and will therefore provide for
a conservative thermal con rol sys m sign when applied in conjunction with
standard meteoroid environment models.
_. The radiator panel tubing wall thickness needed for survival of
, ìo a given s_'stem design depends on the projected target area, the exposure time,
and the required probability of success for the mission. The probability of
no meteoroid penetrations is given by
Po " (3)
_. where: I_ = shielding factor (_ of area exposed)
_'I!: A = projected area (mE): _ = time of exposure (sec)
5_f N = meteoroid flux for particles capable
of penetrating tubing (Particles/m2-sec)
, t
- The tube wall thickness is computed from Equation (2) so that the
iti number of particles determined from the meteoroid flux model having suff_cient
!_' energy to penetrate the tubing gives the desired probability of success from
Equation 3.
For a five year mission the tubing must be designed so that only
relativel7 large meteoroids are capable of penetration. For large meteoroids
the cumulative meteoroid flux model for sporadic and stream meteoroids is (9)
loglo - - l,.3T - 1.213lOglom i
' Where N is the flux density for meteoroids having mass greater than or equal
to "m". The meteoroid mass m_7 be expressed in terms of quantities in Equa-
l tion 2 as follows: Im " -.mdg (5)
'" Equations 2 - 5 m_7 be solved to give the tubing wall thicknesses required for= a given design and required probabil ty of success. T
_" Because of the danger of possible contamination b_ leaking thermal
I_ control system fluids, the tube wall thickness should be selected so that there
00000001-TSD01
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i=_iii1/_i_ is only a very small probability of a single meteoroid puncture.
_I _ To minimize the contamination threat emphasis should be placed on
designing the system to _tnimize the possibility of a single meteoroid penetra-
! tion with the least system weight and cemplexity. Table XII compares meteoroid
i J'#_ penetration characteristics data for two typical 150 _t 2 radiator designs as: calculated from Equations 2 - 5. The results show that high probabilities of
mission success are possible with moderate radiator tube wall thicknesses.
A si_nificant weight savings is possible if plastic meteoroid
barriers are employed so that the wall thickness of the transport tubing or
heat pipes may be reduced. The elongation term in Equation 2 is much larger
for plastics (¢ = 300) than for metals (t = 3). Limited experimental data in
the literature substantiates the importance of this term.
/ Qualitative data for plexiglas and polycarbonate (10) shows that
polycarbonate (p = 1.2, ¢ = 5) for retarding meteoroids. Hypervelocity test
#
results for polyethylene (p = 0.9, ¢ = 500) in Ref. (7) are predicted conser-
vatively by Equation (2). The equation predicts slightly greater depths of
penetration than are measured at velocities below 12 Kin/see,and much greater
' depths of penetration than Ref. (7) indicates will occur at velocities typi-
cal of micrometeoroids, viz. 20 Km/sec.
Tests ,'ere conducted at Texas AM University _SJ" in support of this
contract to substantiate that Equation 2 gives the correct depth of penetration
' for FEP Teflon tubing. The results given in Figure 8 show that the penetration
depths of nylon projectiles, p - 1.15, are predicted adequatel_ by Equation 2
whereas steel projectiles, p = 8.0, penetrate greater depths than the equation
predicts. This indicates that the exponent of the projectile density in Equa-
l tion 2 may be too small. If this is the case the equation is conservative for "
predicting damage by mierometeoroids (p • 0.5).
,_ Table XII shows that the weight of the radiator panel may be re-duced by more than 20 lbm if Teflon meteoroid barriers are used. An alt rna-
1_ tire procedure for reducing weig_,t involves the application of meteoroid
bumpers. Multiple wall, or bumper type meteoroid protection systems are known
t,
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TABLEXII
. PUMPEDFLUID HEATPIPE i
Ib.
Radiator Tube Spacing 6" 12"
Tubing I.D. 0.1875" 0.50"Radiator Surface Area (Each Side) 150 Ft 2 150 Ft 2
!. (2_ided.)
Tubing Target Area I_.73 Ft 2 19.6_ Ft 2
, Probability of no Penetration 0.99 0.99
_ Tubing Wall Thickness Required 0.139" 0.151"Tubing Weight 51.3 ll_n 55.6 Ibm
-"'_"., Weight with Teflon Meteoroid Barrier 29.6 ibm 31._ ibm
j
L
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! t' 'i_! to have significant weight advantage over s*ngle wa_.l or armor trpe systems,
i __l__ but the radiator design such that they have not been employed inshort mission duration applications where the mass associated with meteoroid [J
i_: protection is not significant.Ground test data haws shown that the optJ_nm multiple wall system t
contains a thin first wall ce_ed a bumper, and a second or main wall which I!
is spaced at a sufficient distance from the bt_per to permit a meteoroid I
striking the bumper to be dispersed before _Lng contact with the main wall. ]
Systems with more than two sheets d_ not provide as much protection as those
with two properly designed sheets _AO; . Honeyc_nb or other filler materials /
J
between the _sis less effective than a vacuum or air gap. The thickness
" t
of the bumper should be sufficient to cause de_ge to the meteoroid, but should
not be so thick that materiel broken loose fTcm the b_per has enough mass
to damage the main wall. The optimum thickness of the b_er is approximately 1
one-tenth the diameter of the pro_ect_e. _
Several emperical equations have been proposed to represent the
relationship of the required thicknesses of the first and second walls, the "lP_
t_ spa_n_ between the walls, the target material properties, and the projectile
_/ properties. A general form of the equation for the thickness of the main wall
is
, t e = (6)
where K, _, _, ¥, and 6 are empirical constants, and S is the spacing between
the plates. Table XIII lists the values of the exponents in Eq. 6 from various
correlations in the literature. The table shows that there are significant
TABLE XIII EXPONI_TS IN EQUATION 6
!i REFERENCE NO. a _ _, _ (tl/dm)
12 0 - 2 1 3 0.1 [
13 1 - .5 0.5 1.05 0.3 to 0.5 !
•278 - 1.39 ? 2.92 0.25 to 0.4 J
l (a) - o.7 0.6 1.o15(b) ? - 1.1_ 0.6 1.0 0.10 l!
00000001-TSD05
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_, The materials coherent, K, vhich wan orisinall_ meuured for
202_-TS aluminum targets and l_JreX-glaseproJe_ilas, has been modified to
account for density variations of the target and pro_e_ile.
,,, When applying Eq. _ to design radiators, there are t_o variables,
t 2 and S, which _ be adjusted to provide meteoroid protection, whereas in
single wall radiator designs, there is only one variable, the tubi_ vall
thickness. The thickness of the b_nper l_Ter is fixed by Eq. 8 and the dia-
, meter of the u_llest meteoroid that wall penetrate the double _1 system.
Since there are two variables defined in E_uation 8, one of the variables can
be arbitraril_ selected to minimize radiator fabrication difficulties, or _o
reduce veight. The radiator optimization co,rater routine described in
Section 2._ is pro_ra_ed to minimise weight by solving Eq, 8 si_ultaneou_
with
- o (_)dS
i;
non-linear expressions are obtained for t 2 and S vhioh must be solved itera-
ttvel,V.
:?
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_3_tc8£1y, pumped fl_J.d space rsd£at_E's are destKned with parallel 1
flow passages which _re Joined together by manifolds at the edges of the radia-
tor. This design has _een shown to be e£fecttve for ECS radiators vith heat
re_eetion capacities of the order of 10 KW. For large radiators, the system
the manifolds and ¢rosetube are not constrained by the overall radiator
r
dimens ions.
For the configuration shown in Figure 9, the p_ystcal dimensions I
of the cross tubes are not tied directly to the radiator size so that the }
designers have more freedom to select the tube diameter, the Reynolds number,
I
and other radiator parameters when optimizing heat transfer, pressure drop, . 1
and exposed cross section to the micrometeoroid environment. In effect,
an arbitrarily large radiator is constructed from a number of o_timum sized,
parallel connected panels having co-,non manifolds.
_: Very large radiator systems might require a more genera_ panel
configuration with parallel headers. In this case the manifold dimensions are
independent of the radiator size, and ma_ be varied to obtain an optimum design.
' This generality is not required for the radiators considered in this stud_.
Statistical analyses presented in Section _.0 show that very large radiator
systems should be constructed from smaller subsystems having independent b
pumped fluid loops.
The parallel manifold configuration of Figure 9 is _usttfiable for
the radiator sizes considered herein. The optimum cross tube diameters are
relatively small because of micrometeorotd considerations so that close mani-
/
, fold spacing is necessary to minimize fluid pressure losses. Figure 10 gives
the percentage radiator weight reduction that occurs with multiple manifolds
for typical ECS operating conditions.
The minimum radiator weight in Fisure 10 occurs when the panel has
four manifolds. This is t_ical of all the systems analyzed in this work.
The weight of the headers becomes large in radiators with more than four mani-
folds, and effects the advantage of the smaller tube diameters which are
possible with additional manifolds. _e radiator weight is relattvel_ insen-
sitive to the number of manifolds for heat re_ectton rates of the order of
' . .... . , _ ,
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10 KW0 so tbst the panel desii;n ores be btsned wtthe_ wii_t penalty 1_
L,
• [ deployment :eobsnis: for exu_le.
, b,A.t.&tor 0_:_, sa_ten Ca_ouX&tions
_ Table XlV lists the design vsr/ables for the rsAiator panel of "Fii_u=e 9. To determine the best radiator design, one must selec_ an o_i:t- '
i zation criterion in the form o£ nolle f_nction of the-deaisn variables vhtch t
• is to .be :tnt_zed, est&blish the relstionshtp between the dependent and in- i
_ dependent Ysrisbles, and then determine the values of the independent vsriables i!
/!
t which minimize the criterion t_actton, In this section s procedure is des- ;
ortbed for :tninLtztng s l_nctton of radiator psnel weight and ares !
i . !
F " w_ *CIA (£0) I
The _eight of the radiator is considered to be the sum of the weights of the
manifolds, headers, cross tubes, r&di&tor fin and coatinK, radiator fluid, and
! veight penalty for pressure drop.
•,. . P
Other associated radiator system componen_ weights can be included in the
, analysis by modifying constants in Eqs, 10 and 11. For example, the vei_ht of
the del_oyaent system is propor_tone£ to the radiator area, and can be accounted
! _ _- for by increasing the constant C1 in Eq. 10.
! _ . The manifolds and headers m_st be sized to _ve a untfo_ flow
_!i!I_ : distribution. This is done by requtrin_ that the pressure drop in the headers_ and :snifolds be small in cc:partson to the pressure drop in the cross tubes.
For turbulent flow in the wanifolds and cross tubes Eq. 12 bec_es
O0000001-TSDIO
lli i
_ 0,2083( ) . o._z_6( ) (2_)
m C2W£
:!+:is, +-
+ :+ +.... 0000000'I-TSD'12
The weight of the headers per unit area iat
WIH " (_: + tHl2(i/W- L/A) (221
-" welgl_t cross tubes per unit sa'ea ia
The of the
p_l;fff
; "fl 1
i' w_ - _ (d_ + t_)(Z + S/W) (23)
i The w_,llthickness required to prevent failure by micrometeoroid puncture is
computed from the meteoroid environment model, a ballistic equation for depth
of penetration of the tubing material, and the required probability of sur-
:.I viral. For long duration missions the tubing wall is sufficiently thick that
_[_,/ only relatively large meteoroids are capable of penetration. The environment
_!ii model(9) for large meteoroids iszOgzo. = -l_.37 - z.2Z3zO__oM (2b)
Where N is the average number of micrometeoroids with mass greater than on
' granes which will strike 1 m2 of radiator area per second. Equation 24 assumes
an average meteoroid density of 0.5 _n/cc. Thus the meteoroid diameter is
= 1.7578• lO"_ N"°'27_8 (25)
_" equation(6)i_. A ballistic for depth of penetration of the radiator tubing is
_19/18
t = 6.32 (26)
._.), ¢i/_ pl/2
:_ The probability of no meteoroid penetration is
'_' 9(0) e" i;ANt (27)• _'. ,' ==
.:' !
Where _A is the total exposed cross section and _ is the time o£ exposure.
_
,/_ The relative thicknesses of the cross tubes, manifolds, and headerE; are Ceter-
!L1 mined by minimizing the radiator weight for constant survivability. The weight
•• of the flow passages Is
'_ _ = Ac_rtc,r + ._t. +%t. (28)
13.
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i ' From Ea.s. (2_), (_6), rand (27), the probability of no penetration is
ezp E-o [ t_-'_'k_ ,.,....,tin ti t
P(o). + + ++. J (+)
• l,'m,min'hm,ms'+might
_j
Jii_ J _(_) " Act%t + _dt + _dtH - 0 (30)_4
,i_ dtM+ _ dtH - 0Mu_tip]_insBl. 31 by an _bitre_7 constant(a Lqransian multiplier)and sub-
!,,..t tractinQ; Eq. 30
_._ A. [1- _t. + _ [_- at.
r tot _'m tE
For E_. 32 to he satisfiedfor _1_ values o_ the multiplier
m zz
tct m tm tH lI/It'_5 (33)
_ Thus the minimum weight occurs when the cross tubes, mantfolds_ and headers
have equal thtaknenes. The required thickness is
i.
. 0.1088 _A_ 0.29
• i,_ Where the exposed cross section is rela+.ed to the radiator area b_
i+
++,+ A - ,,A_[ + ( + o._++)+ A_
:5++:
- l+T
! i
;:_i.+:.+::, ,+. ,'++ ,_
+_,..-+-,%-_-_....!++!'--......+.+., °""" -"°+-....+++.....u _+_+.,+ +'++...."+++-.....++.++++++.-. +++++ ,,_+++,• +__o...., +'++++.,.,
,, ..... +'++ 0 _ ,_l d + ++ +."t_:_+.:+ +, +
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Similar equations derived for the main wall thickness and b_per Sl_Cin8 in +I
_?/!_ meteoroid bumper designs are prosramned into the rsdiator optimization computer
routine listed in Appendix A. The radiator area is computed by sunning the
radiating areas of each cross tube
'I '0 "dx"
__,n
where
dT ¢_ 1 "_°S(T_'_.4)
1 + _.¢_SRT 3
base of the radiating fin. If the resistance to conduction through the tube
wall is negligible,
+ _ = _K@u (38)
ComblninE Eqs. 36 and 37
: T T
_. , , { dT _3dT
riCO _ + _._'oSR T_ } (39)
Tout Tout
i
,,ub,,tltutingQ= (_)¢W+n.)_ (Tin- Tout),andintending
£+T3 Tin _)( ) ]Tout _ :
++.=. :+T2 T. _ out , +
• +
The weight of the radiator fin and coating per unit area is
t
: Wfc = pftf +Pctc (kl)
-e
f,
_, I+8
+ , +., +++,,;,+.,,, +..,+++. ,, .,+'Zit+,'__'` + ..+..+,.+........... +.+++........... • +
. , ,-, -+ - + - +.... _ ,_i_+_-- ++ + _ . " ....... +++,.:.-
---_.+.'_/., +__ . + + +" ,+,..,+,+.. :; , ,, .+',+_° , ,,, _ ... +., :,.+ + , +,;,...... + . ,,, ..
• +_:o ':: .... ,,, '+,° o_. ,+:'+:............. .,+.............................. .,
_, ,. _}= ., + 'J , . ., + "+'+ ....'++ '+ _+ ¢ ,+ Q0000000I-TSEOI
Where AP is confuted frc_ friction fa_:tor versus Beholds number data, and C3
is the pump power p©nalty factor (Ib/KW).
Equation _ is the final equation needed to determine the value of
the function of wei_t and area that is to be minimized to obtain the optimum
rad/ator design. To determine the best radiator design, trial values of the
* independent v_riables in Table XIV are substituted into the equations listed
I above until the minimum w_lue of the function F is established. Since this
_ involves man_ calculations and a lo&tcal search through the ranges of severel
o
__ independent variables, a computerized approach is necessary. Listings of
I_ the radiator optimization routines developed for meteoroid armor end bmnper
iI_ protected designs are listed in Appendices A and B.
ll_ 2.6 OPTIMIZATIONOF HYBRID HEAT PIPE/_D FLUID RADIATORS
I" Manifold Conf_urat ion.s
The manifold design of hybrid heat ptpe/pmnped fluid radiators
must take into account watt-inch limitations of heat pipes, temperature drop
t*
,,',j,
,° O0000001-TSE02
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across the interface from the transport fluid to the heat pipe working fluid,
pressure drop in the transport fluid loop, and micrometeoroid protection re-
quirements. Transport fluid flow routings such as are shown in Figure 11
provide large radiating surface consistent with watt-inch limits of heat pipes
i_ and minimum exposed manifold cross sections to micrometeoroids. The overall [
width and length of the radiator can be varied by changing the diameters of J
the heat pipes to adjust the s_lowable distance between manifolds, and by
selecting an integral number of manifolds consistent with the approximate ! /
overall dimensions required.
To minimize the temperature drop from the transport fluid to the I|
heat pipe, heat conducting fins such as shown in Figure 12 may be employed.
In this design compact heat exchanger core is employed to transfer heat from Ii
J
the transport fluid to conductive fins attached to the heat pipes. The fins
have a dual function as heat conductors and meteoroid armor for the trmlsport I
lfluid loop.
The manifold detail in Figure 12 is one of several analyzed in I
this work. It is competitive in performance for some heat rejection require- !
ments with other designs studied, and would be relatively easy to fabricate.
Other designs developed under Vought funding are considered proprietary, i
I
and, therefore, are not discussed in detail here. Performance characteristics
of some of the proprietary designs are compared with those of the design of i
Figure 12 and of pumped fluid radiators in Section _.0.
Heat Pipe Designs i
Exotic heat pipe designs are not required or desirable for hybrid
radiator applications. Since the cost of tl_ heat pipes is a significant part
of the total cost of the radiator, and high watt-inch capabilities are not
O" required, the simplest possible heat pipe designs should be selected. Axial ;
grooved aunonla heat pipes l_ve acceptable thermal performance characteristics |
for most applications, are hlg_ly reliable, and can be fabricated at less cost
O
• |I than other types of heat pipes. Center core wick heat pipes have slightly
better thermal performance and cost slightly more than grooved pipes. Artery
!_ type heat pipes slwuld be avoided because of their poor reliability toldhiEh
COSt.
Since each heat pipe in a hybrid heat pipe/pumped fluid radiator
Loperates at a different ten_erature, there is a slight performance advantage
[
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FIGURE II HEAT PIPE RADIATOR FLOW ROUTING CONFIGURATIONS
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!i! tpossible if the lengths of the heat pipes are adjusted in accordance with their
i heat rejection requirements. The problem to be solved in optimizi:_g _he design
, is to determine the length of the heat pipes in Figure 13 as a functiou in the
°1_ flow direction (or fluid temperatures). The solution obtained by calculus o1"
varistions in Appendix C is
'. I = et"312 (45)
where C is a constant. Equation _5 shows that for minimum radiator area, the
lengths of heat pipes near the transport fluid entrance to the radiatoz, should [1
be shorter than those near the outlet of the radiator. However, calculations
in Appendix C show that the area of a radiator with optimum heat pipe lengths '_.
!is less than 0.1_ smaller than the area of a radiator with the same heat
o length heat pipes complicate the radiator design, and do not signific_itl_ .
°_l._,'I'# improve performance, only constant length heat pipes are considered in this
work. Computer analyses performed under a separate contract show that variable
i ,._i' spacing of heat pipes also complicates the radiator design with less than 0.1%ii increase in performance. Thus only constant sp cing geometries are cunsidered
in this work. i
The diameters of heat pipes must be sized so that the_ u/e capable !
i of transporting heat at the maximum required rate. For minimum weight the
o heat pipe diameters should be as small as possible. Therefore, since the heat
.... pipes near the transport fluid entrance are hotter, and reject more heat thau
those near the outlet, their optimum diameters should be larger. However,
" ! since variable he_t pipe diameters also complicate the problem of f_bricating ,
tl_e radiator panel, only constant diameter designs are considered here. I£
2 future designs should become so weight critical that variable heat pipe alia-
[ meters would be considered, it is probable that an alternative approach of'
varying length or spacing in accordance with watt-inch requirements wvuld be
more attractive from a manufacturing viewpoint.
Hybrid Heat Pipe R.adiator Optimizatlon
The opt imi_at ion of hybrid heat plpe radiators is _Imil_," to tht,t
of pumped fluid radiators in that values of independen_ variables such _!_.'
'" heat pipe spacing, end radiator fin thicknesses _re determined to mlnl.,l_e
P
. ./,. t
function of veiBht and area. An additional c_plication is involved in model-
ing the heat transfer in the manifold. For exawple, the thermal model of the
_ , manifold in Figure l_ must account for heat tre_sfer in the compact heat ex-
changer core, the meteoroid shield, the Joint between the manifold and the
heat pipe, and the evaporative surface of the heat pipe. Preasure drop in
the compact heat exchanger core must also be accounted for. A geners2 thermal
model is set up for each type of manifold design which includes adjustable
parameters such as the heat exchanger core width "z" in Figure 12. In the
optimization analyses the best values of the adjustable parameters are deter-
A mined by computing the weight and area of the radiator for a range of petrols-/
r.
sable values of the parameters. The best manifold parameters and radiator fin
parameters are determined simultaneously to obtain a true optimm design.
Computer routines were developed under Vought i_nding to
optimize hybrid heat pipe radiator leaigns. These routines are considered to
_ be proprietary, and are not discussed in detail here. Results of the optimi-
zstion analyses are presented in Section _.0 _here candidate radiators based
on pumped fluid and hybrid heat pipe designs are compared.
V
_J
o _ 3.0 ADVANCEDRADIATORCONCEPTS
_ Xn this section _dvanced radiator concepts are presented that are
expected to be applicable to the requirements of i_ature spacecraft. These
ii! concepts give emphasis to adaptabilAty, reliab_lity, and growth potentisi for
0
• reduced develolment costs; and consider traditional weight and radiating area
t.!: i to be of secondary importance. Groundrules, desirable features, and techui- e
tax issues for evaluating new concepts are listed in Tables XV, XVX, and
ii XVZI. Example applications of the advanced heat rejection systems are: the "
_mall power modtule, the large power module, and experiments for space proces- "
sing, comnmicattons, solar power satellite demonstration, life sciences, and '
space construction demonstration. .+.
3.1 Modular. Self Contained_ Lon_ Life Radiator S_stem '
• I_ The central idea of the modular, self-contained, long life radlator
oI_'_I system shown in Figure 1_ is to provide a modular deployable system with
easily added or replaced modules. _he heat rejection capacity can be easily
_, expanded as requirements grow by adding additional modules. P_fUrbis_nent
'_ is accomplished by replacing modules, and development and qualification costs !
are reduced. The radiator panels could employ either flexible or rigid fins, t
and heat pipe or pumped fluid radiator panels could be used. The modules i
could be design_ to fit into the Shuttle payload bay _hen retracted, as shown
in Figure 15. For a 250 EW power module application, 8 to 10 modules could be
! Joined together as shown in Figure 16.
3.2 Blanket Radiator S_stem
• The blanke_ radiator system consists of submodules of heat pipes
Joined by flexible radiator fin material as shown in Figures 17 and 18. The
r-
heat pipes m_V be Joined to rigid pumped fluid manifolds by means of contact
J pressure to form large radiating areas as shown in Figure 19. This
system has the advantages of modular designs described above, and ma_ be
stowed as a compact package.
to 3.3 Elemental Heat Pipe Radiator
' The idea behind the elemental heat pipe radiator, shown in Figure
• 20, is to build up spacecraft radiators from the simplest possible elements.
I_j The element consists of a single heat pipe connected to a radiator fin. For
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ismall heat rejection requirements the heat pipe,1n_y be tied directly to the
i heat source, whereas for large heat rejection requirements, the heat pipes
ma_ be connected to the heat source through a transpo_ Fluid loop as shown
i in Figure 21. T_e end of the heat pipe is speelall_ formed to facilitate
t Joining the element to the heat source as is shown in Figure 22, for example.
Series of elements may be ¢_nnected together as shown in Figures 23 and 2_
!" i to form large radiating surfaces Typical desi_ details for the elements are
•
given in Figure 2_. Advantages of this approach are listed in Table XVIIZ.
t 3._ Extended Life Flexible Radi%tor
The extended life Flexible radiator, shown in Figure 26, is a
i variation previously developed under contract,
O_ the Flexible radiator this
and could be built using existing technology. It achieves an extended operating
i life by employing metal tubing in place of the Teflon tubing of the soft tube
_ flexible radiator. The deployw_ent retraction system is also modified for
i long life. It retains many of the advantages of the soft tube flexible radla-
,!
h' tot in that it ma_ be developed and qualified independent of its mission, can
. be stowed in a compact volume, is deployable and retractable, and has wide
_l_ hoar load capacity. It is compatible with most transport fluids, and has a
broader operating temperature range than the existing Flexible radiator.
3.5 Condensin_ Radiator
;:10.!
In fUture applications where electrical power can be obtained for
weight penalties on the order of 100 lbm/KW, and mission durations are rela-
tively long so that micrometeoroid protection for the radiator is a problem,
or radiating surface area must be minimized, a condensing radiator system such
t li as is illustrated in Figure 27 will have advantnges over conventional radiators.
!•_'_ Some of the operating features of the system are listed in Figure 27. Vought
/ has developed technology for fabricating this system under the Self Contained
_-: Heat Rejection Module program sponsored by NASA-JSC (NASg-I_08).
i-'_1_ _
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FIGURE 24
RIGID PANEL CONSTRUCTED FROM ELEMENTAL
HEAT PIPE RADIATORS
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'I_ T_LE xvI_I
I_, S..L.u_.NTAZ.HnT e?eS _, L_TO_W.NTaGES
ii_ • DEVELOP AND QUALIFY INDEI_NDENT OF MZBBZON,,,
_ • APPLICABLE TO LARGE OR SMALL SYSTEMS
• STOW IN COMPACT VOLUME
• LARGE SYSTEMS ASSEMBLED IN SPACB
• REPAIR OR REPLACE WITHOUT OPENING PUMPED FLUID LOOP
_o!i • LARGE NUMBER OF IDENTICAL ELEMENTS REDUCE COST
lq
• NO BRAZING OF HEAT PIPE REQUIR D
i'
• SIMPLE HEAT PIPE GEOMETRY
_' • LOW THERMAL RESISTANCE AT JOINT
& USES EXISTING TECHNOLOGY
" I,_,
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I EXPANSION
,, VALVE PUMP
_j"
• RADIATOR AREA REDUCED BY 50%
• PUMP POWER IS 20% OF TOTAL HEAT LOAD
__:., • EXPANSION VALVE PROVIDES HEAT LOAD CONTROL
i,* • HEAT PIPE RADIATOR
._ • CYCLES OTHER THAN VAPOR COMPRESSION NEED STUDY
,II,
:i'
,4 CONDENSING RADIATOR SYSTEM
?o
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. _.0 LARGE LONG LIFE RADIATORS
i The optimization of large heat rejection systems involves the
selection of components for reliability, weight, and performance; and the
evaluation of alternative arrangements of these components with redundancy
' and/or oversizing to achieve a prescribed capacity and probability of mission
success with minimum weight and cost.
Because of the number of components required in large space heat
rejection systems, and the failure rates of the components, redundant elements
or subsystems are essential to high system reliability. Figure 28 illustrates
how redundancy improves the probability of maintaining full operating capacity
_ throughout a mission. In this example, each subsystem has a 90% probability ofsurviving the mi sion. Wi on redundant subsy tem (a total of tw subsystems)
_" the probability that one or the other of the subsystems will fail is 18%, and
the probability that both systems will fail is 1%. Thus the probability that
i,i' one of the two subsystems will remain functional is P = i - P(2) = 99%. For
_ double redundant systems the probability that one of the three loops will
remain functional is P = I-P(3) = 99.9%.
i" If, in the example with three subsystems, two of the systems must
remain functional to maintain full system capacity, the probability of success
_ is P = 1 - P(2) - P(3) = 97.2%. illustrates large systems canThis how
be constructed from modules with oversizing to achieve high probabilities of
SUCCeSS.
There are several ways to provide redundancy. With full redunds_icy,
each system element has a redundant element capable of performing the same
_'-_:" function. With selective redundancy, system elements are selectively _rouped
with a redundant identical group performing thL same function. With simple
ii_ redundancy, the basic system has a redundant s_tem capable of performing the
same function. In addition there are several ways to activate the redundant _
components. Table XIX gives advantages and disadvantages of alternative
P
approaches.
When constructing large heat rejection systems, there are cost and
ma,lufacturing adv_itages in building up the system from a number of identical
modules as described in Section 2.0. _ms the system would be based on simple
.. redundancy although the modules themselves might employ selective redund_icy
,_"
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for components with poor re_iabilities, Exsnt_e calculations are _ven betsy
to illustrate hey the system'8 probability of remaining fun_tion81 varies vith
the number of modules and the probability that each module will survive the
mtasion.
Figure 29 shove results obte/ned from analyses such as are illus-
trated in Figure 28, for a system conatructed from 10 independent modules.
The figure shove the probability of the loss of subsystems as it affects the
total radiating area of the system. The most probable percentage of area loss
'4 increases as the probability of survival o£ the subsystems decreases. If _he
system is oversized so that part ._f the radiating area can be lost without
affecting the system's capacity to perform at the required level, the systems
survivability will exceed that of its subsystems. In this case the systems
probability of survival is computed by summing the probabilities of all pos-
sible combinations of subsystem failures which rill result in more area loss
than is allowable. This is analogous to con_uting the area8 under the curves
in Figure 29 past the point corresponding to the a_mt of system oversize.
Figure 30 givep typical results computed for a system with 20 subsystems. The
figure shows that if a system survivability of 98_ is required (.02 probability
of loss of more area than oversized), _Ae system must be oversized by 9_ if
_he probability of survival of the subsystems is 0._9, by 13_ if the subsystem
survivability is 0.95, and by 28_ if the subsystem survivability is 0.90. This
means the system having 0.99 survivability modules must be designed to operate
with 18 subsystems; the system having 0.95 modules with 16 subsystems; and
the system having 0.9_ modules with 1_ subsystems. Thus the size of the modules
must increase as the probability of survival decreases.
In some cases the allowable radiating area oversizing ms_y be limited.
Thus Figure 31 shows how the probability of survival of a system with 20_
oversizing depends on the number and survivability of its subsystems. This
figure was generated from cross-plots of curves such as are given in Figure 30.
The results show, for exemple, that a 98_ probability of success can be obtained- b_ a system of 20 modul s, each having 95_ survivability; or by a system with
10 modulegs, each having 98_ survivability. Which system is better depends on
" properties such as weight, cost, and complexity.
Figure 32 compares the weights computed for a large pumped fluid
radiator system having variable numbers of subsystems and subsystem survivabilities.
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The figure shows that the weight of the radiators decreases as the number of
ii modules increases for a fixed probability of maintaining full syrtem capacity.
Cost and other vehicle component weights might increase for large numbers of
modules, so that the system desiKn cannot be selected based on the radiator
weight 8Aone, However, the figure shove that siKnificont weight savings are
possible if the system Is constructed from 10 or more modules. This number
does not seem unreasonable for a system of 200 EW capacity.General Comparisons of Pmn_ed Fluid and H_brid Heat Pipe/Pu_ped
F_uid Radiators
In this section the weights of radiator panels with and without
heat pipes are compared for various heat rejection loads and -fission durations
to determine whether the heat pipes reduce the radiator weight. Optimum designs
of each type of radiator are compared. Several types of heat pipe radiator
manifold/evaporator designs are considered to determine the effect of various
degrees of added complexity on the total radiator weight. Meteoroid bumper
and meteoroid armor protection designs are also studied. In addition, alter-
native wa_s of constructing largo systems from variable numbers of subsystems
are consider._.d for each type of design. Redundant flow passages attached to
a comnon radiator fin are not considered. Redundant flow passages complicate
the manifold/evaporator design of heat pipe based radiators so as to increase
i| the temperature drop between the fluid loop and the radiating fin. Therefore,
to avoid complicating the comparative evaluation of radiators with and without
• heat pipes, redundant flow loops are not considered.
Redundant flow loops are considered in the more specific and de-
tailed case stud_ documented in the next section, where it is show that the0
weight of pmnped fluid radiators can be reduced below the values reported here
in some cases. The purpose of this section is to determine whether there are
applications where heat pipes offer advantage_ when redundant Flow loops on a
common radiating surface cannot be considered. This a valid question for some
potential future applications where redundant elements must be physically
separated. Such requirements might be necessary to minimize the threat of
damage to the heat rejection system by laser attacks, or gross wreckage by
: manipulators, etc.
' 81,
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' _'ti_' l_guze 33 gives the radiator weights, invluding PUmPinS power
Ii_ penalty for several desiBns for a 20 KW system with 99S prob_btltt_ of not
bein8 incapacitated by micrometeoroide in a 5 year mAssion. The heat pipe
radiator entries are for the lightest wisht of several heat p_pe manifold/
I evaporator deeips considered. This is a propriettz7 concept Eenerated under_ Vought funding. Other manifold/evaporator designs such as are common in
the open literature are considerably heavier.
g!_| The overall system probability of surviYing 5 years in a micro-
meteoroid environme_t is at least 995 for each desiEn represented in Figure
33. For the designs with only one subsystem, the subsystem must have a 995
probability of survival. With two subsystems, each havin_ a 905 chance of
surviving, the probability that one of the two subsystems will survive is 995.
The wall thicknesses of the 905 subsystems are less then for the 995 subsystems,
but the weisht of two 905 subsystems is more than the wight of one 99_ sub-
system, so that there is no advantage in such designs. The pumped fluid based
designs with five subsystems, requiring three for full capacity, are weight
competitive with the single subsystem designs, but the weight advantage is
insufficient Justification for the added complexity. The designs with 10 or
more subsystems have greater weight advantages, but probabl_ would not be
i selected for a 20 KWsystem unless there were other reasons such as a need for
: redundant pump loop components to improve the total heat rejection system
reliability.
Thus, for the 20 KW heat rejection requirement, the best system
appears to be a single subsystem pumped fluid design with meteoroid bumpers.
The best heat pipe l_sed radiator is lighter then the armor protected pumped
fluid panel, but weighs more than the bumper protected design. Figure 3_ shows
radiating fin cross sections ot' the three des.tgns as determined f_om the com-
puter routines described in Section 2. The weights shown in Figure 33 includes
the weights of the basic radiator panel components sho;m in Figure 3_ plus the
weights of the transport fluid, radiator coatings, manifolds, headers, pumping
power penalty weight, and an additional structural weight. The additional
structural weight accounts for honeycomb or other equivalent panel stiffening
structure, and is assumed to be independent of the panel design. Figure 35
gives the _eight breek-dovn for the three types of radiators. Fis_re _6 gives
radiator weights for a .1.60 KWsystem. Here the heat pipe based radiators weighs
I
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built up from 5 or more subsystems. However, sisnificent vetsht savinp are J
possible if the s_mtem is constructed from 10 or more pumped fluid radistors. I
I Similarly, the data for the 250 _ system in Figure B7 shows that larse wiSht . ]
. savings are possible if the system is constructed from mabsystemm of 10-_0 _4
capacity..
i_ Radiator weights and surface areas are plotted in FiKures 38...1_3 t
_ for systems with 9_ probability of surviving five years. The remzlts are J
s_nilar to those for the 0.99 probability system d_scussed above except that
there are no eases where heat pipe based designs offer weight advante4pes. [
JThus, the results show that heat pipes are best suited for large
single subsystem designs _rlth high probabilities of surv_ving long periods
of time on orbit (.99 for _ years or more). For cases where the system can jl
_. be built up from modules of 10-20 I_ capacity, pumped f_uid designs are
' lighter we_ ght. I
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i'; 5.0 DESIGr!OF A 50 KW HEAT REJECTION S_ST_
In this section a complete heat rejection system consisting of
radiators and transport loop components is _lalyzed to determine how the radia-
tor design impact, the total system weight and reliability. The ,mJority of the
trade studies in th_s section were performed in conjunction with concurrent re-
i_! lated projects, and is s_marized here to illustrate application of the techniques
developed in the previous sections. The system is made up of two radiators (for
symmetrical mass distribution) and associated hardware such as flexltnes and fit-
--!i!_- tines, fluid lines connecting the radiators to the heat load, pumps, motors, in-
wetters, check walves, accumulator, filter, fill and drain valves, temperature
I sensors, thermal control valves, and heat exchangers. Two fluid swivels are in-
eluded for each radiator to permit continuous rotation of the radiators relative
to the spacecraft. The system weight includes a power penalty of 200 lb/KW and
a 0.65 lb/f_ 2 penalty for structural support of the radiator.
Figure _h shows typical radiator dimensions computed for this
system. Since the radiator pauel is relatively large, provisions are made for
folding each panel in three places to facilitate stow_Ee. Thus, with no
redundant loop, the heat pipe _ased panel shown in Figure hh would require 12
flex lines (3 on each manifold). A pumpe_ fluid radiator would require only
two manifolds (or 6 flex lines) per panel. Extra m_nifolds are required in
the heat pipe design because the lengths of the heat pipes are constrained by
wa_t-inch limitations.
Table XX gives failure rate data for state-of-the-art spacecraft
heat rejection system components. Table XXI illustrates how the failure rates
data is used to determine the probability that the system will not fail in a
5 year mission. For this example each independent fluid loop cc_tains a re-
du_dant pump, and the radiator is designed so that the probability of no
meteoroid puncture is 77_ for each loop. The probability that the system will
_1_. remain operational ranges from 6_ to 68_ depending on the number of flex lines
I_ required. Table XXII gives additional data showing how the system weight and
_o_ reliability varies with the radiator construction, the probability of no
it'" met.e or.old puncture, and the number of independent flow loops.There are a few components in Table XXI whose relatively high
t. failure rates add up so as to lower the reliability of the total system. :
iTherefore, improvements in the system's probability of survival depend on
whether these components can be improved or backed up by redundant counterparts.
_. The failure rate of radiators due to micrometeoroid impact can be lowered from
_ _o. 98
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' 5.8 ' 10 -6 to 0.22 • 10 -6 by increasing the wall thickness of transport loop
passages so that the probability of meteoroid penetration increases from 77_
to 99_. Similarl_, the failure rate associated with meteoroid penetrations
of connecting lines can be reduced significantly by increasing the tubing wall
, thickness. Redundant thermal control valves and temperature sensors can also
be provided without seriously impacting the cost or complexity of the system.
Complete redundant flow loops are required to avoid the limitations of flex
lines or fluid swivels.
Figure _ shows how the systems probability of failure can be
reduced at the expense of added system complexity. Each of the flow loops for
the systems represented in Figure 45 contains redundant elements for all com-
ponents having high failure rates. Thus the system represented by the hexa-
gonal symbols is the sn_e as that of Table XXII except that redundant thermal
_ control valves and temperature sensors have been added. The other systems
have at least three independent transport loops for added redundancy of cri-
tical elements.
Figure 45 shows that the heat pipe based radiators and pumped fluid
radiators with meteoroid bumpers have practically the same weight. However,
the analyses assume that redundanu flow loops can be added to the heat pipe
designs without increasing the temperature drop b,:tween the fluid loop and
the heat pipes. It is probable that when a design has been _orked out to
incorporate redundant flow loops in heat pipe radiators that some increase in
_ radiating area and consequently weight, will be required to off-set the added
thermal resistance between the transport fluid and radiating fin. Thus the$
weights of the heat pipe based systems in Figure 45 are probably optimistic.
:_. Additional costs for heat pipes and radiator panel fabrication would be
another factor against the heat pipe design. Table XXIII summarizes some of
the other factors that should be considered in trade studies for selecting a
radiator design.
_! In summary, the design analyses for a typical _0 KWheat rejection
system show that reliability problems inherent in pump loop components are
ill more serious than those associated with the radiator panels. Unless redundant
flow loops are employed, there is no Justification for designing the radiator
with more than 90% probability of surviving in the micrometeoroid environment.
With redundant components the radiators should be designed for 95-99_ survi-
. vability. Flex lines and fluid swivels should be avoided whenever possible.There is no apparent Justification for employing heat pipes in a 50 KW radiator.
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! APPENDIX A
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